Electrical Circuit Analysis
MAHADEVAN & CHITRA
The book Electrical Circuit Analysis presents the concepts of electrical circuits in lucid language with easy-to-understand approach based on classroom experience of the authors. It deals with the fundamentals of electric circuits, their components and the mathematical tools used to represent and analyze electrical circuits. Designed as a textbook for undergraduate engineering students of multiple disciplines for a course on 'circuit theory' or 'electrical circuit analysis', it guides students to analyze and build simple electric circuits. A better way to understand the various aspects of electrical circuits is to solve many problems. Keeping this in mind a large number of solved and unsolved problems have been included. The chapters are arranged logically in a proper sequence so that successive topics build upon earlier topics. Each chapter is supported with necessary illustrations.

₹ 550.00 • ISBN 978-81-203-5047-2

Electrical Machines
PRASAD
Primarily intended for UG students of electrical engineering, the book covers the syllabus of almost all the Indian universities. It deals in electromagnetism and discusses the electromechanical energy conversion principles. The text explains the principles and working of transformers, dc machines, synchronous machines and three-phase induction motor. The book also discusses other special types of machines including single phase induction motor. Each chapter has a large number of solved problems and review questions. In addition to this, each chapter contains a number of multiple choice questions and numerical problems with their answers.

₹ 425.00 • ISBN 978-81-203-5042-7

Foundation Engineering
CHATTOPADHYAY & MAITY
Primarily intended for UG and PG students of civil engineering and also useful for AMIE and diploma course in civil engineering, the book has been written considering the syllabus required for foundation engineering prescribed by various Indian universities. The book comprehensively covers the full course of foundation engineering. It presents the principles and practices of selection and design of foundation for structures in a simple and concise manner. Codal references have been given to acquaint the students with prevalent methodologies adopted in the country. The book provides topics of wide interest like machine foundation, foundation on problematic soil and ground improvement techniques.

₹ 595.00 • ISBN 978-81-203-5076-2

Metal Casting and Joining
JOHN
Designed for the undergraduate students of mechanical engineering and allied branches, this book serves as a bridge between the study of the basic processes and their application in production industries. This book covers two similar fundamental processes — foundry and welding — in a single volume. The chapters of the book are grouped in seven modules. A separate module is devoted to introduce the preliminaries of the two areas namely casting and joining processes. The theory of each process is explained with the help of simple line sketches which can be easily reproduced by a student at the time of examination. Enough worked out examples and problems are given for practice, especially in the design areas. At the end of each chapter, sufficient number of review questions are given as exercise.

₹ 495.00 • ISBN 978-81-203-5077-9
**NEW ARRIVALS**

**SAP MM Invoice Verification: Technical Reference and Learning Guide**
AGRAWAL

Invoice verification is an important business process in almost every company. SAP is powerful software that can meet the needs of any business scenario for any type of business in any part of the world. This book attempts to explain SAP completely. It explains every screen of SAP MM Invoice Verification. Both the SAP Menu and Customizing Implementation Guide are expanded and the chapter number where they are covered is indicated. This not only creates a direct link between the book and the SAP software, but also ensures that the book is comprehensive. The book is organized in chapters that are important business activities. Each chapter covers business processes carried out in SAP by the user as well as its related configuration. This book can also be used by SAP consultants, business process owners and senior managers to get an overview of SAP and the important choices it offers.

₹ 725.00 • ISBN 978-81-203-5040-3

**Textbook of Surveying**
VENUGOPALA RAO & AKELLA

This text is intended for the undergraduate and postgraduate students of Civil Engineering. The book comprehensively covers the fundamental concepts, the methodologies involved and the tools used to perform Surveying. Along with the basic topics the book also delves on the advanced level topics like Photogrammetry, Remote sensing and Astronomical Surveying. The book is incorporated with numerical problems and analytical exercises to probe into the students’ understanding.

₹ 275.00 • ISBN 978-81-203-4991-9

**Medical Informatics**
BHATIA

The book presents a complete and up-to-date overview of the key concepts pertaining to medical informatics. The topics explained follow a simple and student-friendly approach. A good number of figures and tables are provided to supplement the text information for easy understanding and visualisation by the readers. The text focuses on the role of computers in the area of medical services. The book is primarily designed for the undergraduate and postgraduate courses in biomedical engineering and paramedical.

₹ 195.00 • ISBN 978-81-203-5075-5

**Digital Signal Processing, 2nd ed.**
ANAND KUMAR

The second edition of this well received text continues to provide coherent and comprehensive coverage of digital signal processing. It is designed for undergraduate students of electronics and communication engineering, telecommunication engineering, electronics and instrumentation engineering, electrical and electronics engineering, electronics and computers engineering, biomedical engineering and medical electronics engineering. Written with student-centred, pedagogically driven approach, the text provides a self-contained introduction to the theory of digital signal processing. All the solved and unsolved problems in this book are designed to illustrate the topics in a clear way. MATLAB programs and the results for typical examples are also included at the end of chapters for the benefit of the students.

₹ 550.00 • ISBN 978-81-203-5071-7

**NEW EDITIONS**

**Fundamentals of Discrete Mathematical Structures, 3rd ed.**
CHOWDHURY

Primarily intended for UG students of CSE and IT, this text will also be useful for UG and PG students of Computer Applications. This well-organized text, now in its third edition, continues to introduce the students to different areas of discrete mathematics such as set theory, counting principle, probability theory, mathematical logic, graph theory and so on, followed by its relation and application to computer science. This thoroughly revised text includes many new sections and subsections, supported by a number of worked-out examples and exercises that help students grasp the concepts of the subject. It also incorporates many new examples, definitions, theorems, exercises, GATE level MCQs and bibliography.

₹ 350.00 • ISBN 978-81-203-5074-8

**Cryptography and Information Security, 2nd ed.**
PACHGHARE

Primarily intended for UG and PG students of CSE (B.Tech./M.Tech.), UG and PG students of computer science and information technology (B.Sc./M.Sc.) and the students of MCA. This thoroughly revised and well-organized text, now in its second edition, continues to provide the principles, techniques, design, and implementation of cryptography and information security algorithms. The book also discusses in detail encryption methods, cipher techniques and advanced topics such as computer forensics. This edition includes the topics with new innovations and improvements in the field of cryptography and information security in a substantial and comprehensive way. It incorporates many solved numerical problems and MCDs with their answers in each chapter.

₹ 350.00 • ISBN 978-81-203-5082-3

**Telecommunication Switching Systems and Networks, 2nd ed.**
VISWANATHAN & BHATNAGAR

This well-accepted textbook, now in its Second Edition, is designed for the final-year undergraduate and the first-year graduate students in electronics and communication engineering and allied subjects. It fulfils the need for a suitable textbook in the area of telecommunication switching systems and networks. The text covers, in a single volume, both switching systems and telecommunications networks.

₹ 395.00 • ISBN 978-81-203-5083-0

**Statistics, 2nd ed.**
NADAR

This book now in its Second Edition, continues to cover both the theoretical and the practical aspects of statistics which facilitate easy understanding of the fundamentals. It is primarily designed for the undergraduate and the postgraduate students of economics, commerce and management. In addition, it will be of great benefit to the students of demography and mathematics.

₹ 395.00 • ISBN 978-81-203-5086-1

PHI Learning
**Handbook of Materials Management, 2nd ed.**

**GOPALAKRISHNAN & HALEEM**

This comprehensive research based, well received book, now in its second edition, continues to provide the most complete up-to-date coverage of the materials management discipline. It clearly analyses all the concepts, processes and applications of Materials Management, Supply Chain Management, Logistics Management, and Multimodal Transport. It covers basic principles and practices concerning these areas as well as to its application in Indian conditions. This textbook describes the concept of integrated materials management with the help of diagrams, charts, photos and solved examples, covering all the aspects of materials management. It provides a number of solved practical problems and examples for better comprehension.

₹ 795.00 • ISBN 978-81-203-4801-1

---

**Effective Business Communication, 2nd ed.**

**KAUL**

This book, in its second edition, continues to detail on the pre-requisites of communicating effectively in the corporate environment. Beginning with an overview of business communication, the book educates on the principles of communication – oral and written. Divided into nine chapters, the first two chapters deal with oral communication and the next seven deal with different forms of written communication. The book teaches how to write effective letters and prepare persuasive resumes. A new chapter (Chapter 9) has been added titled ‘Writing to Communicate’ which presents incorrect use of language and phrases that rob the text, be it a report or a letter, of authenticity and credibility. Designed as a textbook for the management students, this book would be equally useful for the management professionals and executives.

₹ 225.00 • ISBN 978-81-203-5072-4

---

**Introduction to Environment Management, 3rd ed.**

**SULPHEY & SAFEE**

This comprehensive book, now in its third edition, brings into fore the fundamental concepts of environment management. The third edition, while retaining the thorough coverage of the various areas of managing the environment—ecology, biodiversity, degradation of environment, agro-ecosystem and sustaining agriculture, forest and wildlife, waste management, emerging disciplines in environmental management, environment legislation, ethical aspects of environment, turns the spotlight on a new chapter on Ecological Dynamics and Human Influence that discusses the various environmentally significant behaviour, including environmental activism, eco-terrorism, bio-terrorism, agro-terrorism, ecotage, Green Scare, and environmental refugee. Designed as a text for the postgraduate students of management, this book can be equally useful for the undergraduate students of all disciplines.

₹ 395.00 • ISBN 978-81-203-5070-0

---

**Quantum Mechanics in Physics and Chemistry with Applications to Biology, 2nd ed.**

**MAJUMDAR**

The book, now in its second edition, introduces a new chapter on ‘Quantum Statistics and Planck’s Law of Black-Body Radiation’. Besides, most of the existing chapters have been updated and several new topics such as Fermi energy, quantum dots, valence bond theory, WKB approximation method and quantum theory of scattering have been introduced for the benefit of students. The book also includes mathematical details, about 200 solved examples and practice questions with their answers and hints. The students of physics and chemistry will find this book useful for their course study. Also, the students of life sciences will find this book of immense use to them, especially a chapter dealing with the applications of quantum mechanics in biology.

₹ 425.00 • ISBN 978-81-203-4882-0

---

**Introduction to Machine Learning, 3rd ed.**

**ALPAYDIN**

Introduction to Machine Learning is a comprehensive textbook on the subject, covering a broad array of topics not usually included in introductory machine learning texts. Subjects include supervised learning; Bayesian decision theory; parametric, semiparametric, methods; multivariate analysis; hidden Markov models; reinforcement learning; kernel machines; graphical models; Bayesian estimation; and statistical testing.

₹ 625.00 • ISBN 978-81-203-5078-6

---

**Windows Server 2012 R2 Services, Security, & Infrastructure**

**STANEK**

- Configure and manage TCP/IP networking
- Set up DHCP servers and services
- Plan, architect, and manage DNS services
- Plan and design the domain environment
- Install domain controllers—RODCs and RWDCs
- Create Active Directory sites and manage replication
- Manage user and group accounts and security settings
- Manage and troubleshoot Group Policy
- Plan and deploy print services
- Use WINS to support legacy applications
- Perform backups and recovery

₹ 895.00 • ISBN 978-81-203-5079-3

---

**Microsoft Visual Basic 2013 Step by Step**

**HALVORSON**

Discover how to:
- Master essential Visual Basic programming techniques
- Begin building apps for the Windows Store, Windows Phone 8, and ASP.NET
- Design apps using XAML markup, touch input, and live titles
- Tackle advanced language concepts, such as polymorphism
- Manage data sources, including XML documents and web data
- Create a Windows Phone 8 app that manages key lifecycle events.

₹ 895.00 • ISBN 978-81-203-5080-9

---

**Microsoft Excel 2013 Inside Out**

**DODGE & STINSON**

- Write formulas for simple to complex calculations
- Use built-in functions or develop your own
- Apply best practices for design and formatting
- Master core to advanced charting techniques
- Embed, connect, or link to external data sources
- Work with PivotChart, PivotTable, and PowerPivot options
- Create graphics, SmartArt, and sparklines
- Perform statistical, what-if, and other data analyses
- Use Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) to write macros

₹ 995.00 • ISBN 978-81-203-5081-6
Technical Aptitude for Interviews

Computer Science and IT

Ela Kashyap Sharma

Students are often found in a Catch-22 situation when they are asked to face the interview panel during their campus placement rounds. The entire new world of Corporate Culture seems like an unsolved riddle to them!

This book is a complete guide to help the students prepare for the interview. The book contains

- 1200 MCQs with solved explanations
- Questions from the campus interviews conducted by IBM, CSC, Infosys, Wipro, Dell and others
- Tips on developing grooming skills, writing resumé, and answering HR questions